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August 5, 1998

City Council
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT: City Attorney's Report on Code Enforcement
LOCATION AND COUNCIL DISTRICT: All Districts
RECOMMENDATION:

This report is for information and direction.

CONTACT PERSON:

Samuel L. Jackson, City Attorney, 264-5346

FOR COUNCIL MEETING OF: August 11, 1998
SUMMARY:
During your September 1997 annual appraisal of the City Attorney, members raised
several issues relating to the manner in which the office handles code enforcement
matters. The Council requested a response to these concerns prior to the next annual
appraisal. Chief among the concerns raised were: the perception that the City Attorney's
Office (CAO) was not timely processing matters brought to it for enforcement action (the
"black hole" perception); the office did not consider code enforcement a high priority; the
office was not taking an aggressive stance in seeking civil and administrative penalties in
appropriate cases; what is being done to use civil gang injunctions; status of handling
social nuisance violations; and lack of clarity in what is required for use of various
enforcement tools. In addition to these concerns, during the June 23, 1998, Council
meeting, members requested that the City Attorney consider devising a plan to allow some
type of participation by the (CAO) in neighborhood forums on code enforcement. A plan
for addressing some of these concerns was set forth in the CAO's 1998 Action Plan
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released January 1998 and in the report to Council on April 7, 1998, in which we sought
and obtained approval to use budget savings pending passage of Measure I. This is a
detailed report on how the above concerns have been and are being addressed.
BACKGROUND:
During your September 1997 annual appraisal of the City Attorney, members raised
several issues relating to the CAO's handling of code enforcement matters. The CAO
generated budget savings to hire staff to develop an automated system that would assist
in addressing many of the concerns. On April 7, 1998, the Council authorized the use of
the savings to implement the plan for addressing the concerns raised by Council.
The CAO had intended to present a status report to Council on June 30, 1998 on the
implementation of the plan, especially the automated code enforcement assignment
tracking system. However, in mid-June, 1998, the Council requested that the CAO's report
be presented at the same time other departments would be presenting a comprehensive
report of a code enforcement re-engineering plan. In addition, at the June 23, 1998
Council meeting, the City Attorney was requested to consider devising a plan to foster
participation by the CAO in neighborhood forums on code enforcement. The City Attorney
was requested to report back on this and other issues addressed below.
Timely Processing of Matters
We are aware that our office has been accused of taking too long to process code
enforcement matters, and the allegation that some cases just sit for months without action,
or are being unnecessarily returned to the investigating department for additional evidence
or compliance with due process. Because cases are returned, we are accused of being
too cautious and of being more concerned about the due process rights of the nuisance
offender than the neighbors.
We acknowledge that many years ago some cases sat in the office without action for an
undue period of time, others were returned without clear directions as to what had to be
accomplished prior to the initiation of legal action, and that priority appeared to have been
given to certain types of cases to the neglect of others. This led some to label the office
the "black hole" for certain code enforcement matters and gave rise to the accusation that
the CAO had given code enforcement a low priority. Both of these perceptions have
existed in varying degrees for the better part of 10 plus years. During the past three plus
years we have made significant improvement in the turn around of cases and in
communicating with code enforcement staff as to case work-up deficiencies.
In mid-1994, former Council Member Deborah Ortiz presided over the first of several
meetings and training sessions she would organize for all city departments with a role in
2
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code enforcement. The City Attorney personally attended the first and two subsequent
meetings on the subject. One of the topics for discussion at the first meeting was the two
perceptions regarding the CAO mentioned above. At the first of these meetings, a few
specific problems were raised and solutions proposed. However, the majority of the
complaints relating to these perceptions were general in nature. When we requested
specific facts, the complainants were not able to provide them or the assumed facts were
shown to be incorrect or isolated. The most important issues raised at the first meeting
were: the lack of adequate communication; training; assumptions that led some to the
conclusion that certain code enforcement matters were given low priority in favor of more
high profile matters.
During the last four years, this office has actively tried to dispel the black hole and code
enforcement low priority misconceptions. We immediately commenced a manual system
for monitoring aging cases in our office from intake to conclusion and from intake to return
to the investigating department for further action. We improved our communication and
planned to set up a full day training session to discuss recurring case work-up problems.
The full day training session was placed on the shelf when time and money for the training
presented problems in 1996. A few procedural memorandums from the CAO to
Neighborhood Services served as the training. We encouraged both the Police Department
officers and Code Enforcement officers not to make the assumption that their work would
be given low priority or would not be processed in a timely . manner. They were informed
that if they had not heard from our office within 30 days of submitting a file they should
send a tracer memorandum directly to the Assistant City Attorney (ACA) who supervised
the Advisory Section of the office. The ACA would investigate as to why the matter was
not moving, take corrective action as warranted and send a response to the inquiring
person.
In our 1998 Action Plan, we addressed a plan for enhancing our ability to track code
enforcement assignments from intake to completion in both the Advisory and Litigation
Sections of the office through an automated system. To accomplish this task, we required
dedicated technical support staff to research, purchase or develop, install and train staff
in the use of software. Finance worked with the CAO to identify projected savings in our
current budget to secure the full time services of technical support staff. In February 1998,
Administrative Services assisted us in acquiring Chris Lang to serve as a full time technical
support staff. Chris immediately began devoting time to the development of software to
address our needs. In addition to tracking assignments, we desired the capability of quickly
checking the status and history of a matter and to produce status reports as requested by
the council and city departments. The system has been operational since April 1998.
In addition to our automated code enforcement tracking system, we will continue the
following: forwarding memorandums acknowledging receipt of assignments to the
transmitting department and the Council Members from whose district the assignment
3
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originated; setting standard completion times for non-litigated assignments; diarying
assignments for a completion date (a copy of the final diary notice will be sent by the
secretary for the assigned attorney and to the supervisor); periodic supervisory review of
pending Advisory and Litigation assignments to ensure they are moving forward in a timely
manner; forwarding periodic status reports to clients on lengthy cases (the first status
report will be due within the first 30 days following receipt of the assignment and will
contain an assignment action plan); forwarding assignment disposition memorandums;
providing written notice to the transmitting department, the Council Member and the
Section supervisor when anticipated completion dates are modified; and notifying the City
Attorney or Assistant City Attorney immediately upon the expression of interest by a
Council Member in any code enforcement action. Matters in which Council Members have
expressed an interest will be placed on a watch list for detailed review monthly.
To ensure that files do not sit without attention for an extended period of time, we have
established a Code Enforcement Review Committee. This committee functions similarly
to the Ordinance Review Committee we established two years ago to review ordinances
to reduce the risk of delays in enactment caused by major problems surfacing at the last
minute. The Code Enforcement Review Committee is composed of the Assistant City
Attorney and the two Senior Deputy City Attorneys. The Code Enforcement Review
Committee will meet monthly. All open Advisory cases will be reviewed at one monthly
meeting and all open Litigation files at the next. By alternating file review each month,
every file will be reviewed by the committee every 60 days. Additionally, the assigned
attorney must review each file (advisory and litigation) at least every 60 days, or more
frequently as action is required. The review will be followed by a status report entered in
the automated tracking system. Advisory Attorneys will review advisory files during the
month that the Committee reviews litigation files, and the Litigation attorneys will review
their files during the next month when the Committee reviews advisory files. This will
ensure that all files are continuously given a review every 30 days to prevent aging without
action. An attorney who misses a review and status report will be required to explain the
reasons to the Review Committee. This Committee will provide periodic reports to the City
Attorney during weekly administration meetings.
Finally, albeit aberrant to some citizens who see the abatement process moving too slow,
State and Federal laws require us to proceed with abatement only after having provided
due process. The City does not make these laws but must abide by them or face lawsuits.
We have been able to successfully handle hundreds of code enforcement matters in a
timely manner without facing lawsuits. However, the City is currently facing three legal
actions in which it is alleged we moved too quickly and without affording due process. One
of the suits is filed in Federal Court and the other two are filed in State Court. Should a jury
find against the City in any one of these actions, a costly judgment could undo much of the
success we enjoy by affording due process. The damage claims for the three cases are
$30,000 plus costs and attorneys' fees; $50,000 plus costs and attorneys' fees; and
4
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$300,000 plus costs only, respectively. In addition to these lawsuits, there are at least four
other claims pending which could result in lawsuits. These claims similarly allege that the
City moved too quickly in taking abatement action. At no time in its history have so many
claims and lawsuits been pending against the City of Sacramento relating to code
enforcement matters. Yet some citizens make meritless claims that the CAO is not
aggressive enough or is too cautious in its handling of code enforcement matters.
Code Enforcement as a CAO Priority
Despite assumptions to the contrary, code enforcement matters are and have always been
given attention equal to and in many instances greater than other assignments the office
receives from city departments. This office has never stated to anyone that such matters
are not a priority. In fact, just the opposite has been occurring since 1994. When such
assignments originate from the City Council or City Manager, the assignment is always
given high priority.
The CAO has handled many hundreds of code enforcement matters timely and
successfully since 1994. Thus, the overwhelming majority of the code enforcement
matters we handle, go unnoticed. On the other hand there have been less than five
matters which have not been handled as timely as we would have liked. Of those, only
one has generated a lot of dissatisfaction upon conclusion (2425 Capitol Avenue). This
dissatisfaction does not mean that the appropriate and best result was not achieved.
It should be noted, as is shown each year in our annual report, that the CAO permanently
increased its work load by more than 80% in 1994 without the addition of new staff. In
1997, we added some litigation support personnel. However, we have not added a single
new permanent attorney position since that time. At the same time, we have been saving
the City, by conservative estimates, in excess of $1,000,000.00 per year in litigation costs.
Use of Civil and Administrative Penalties
Code Enforcement staff makes a determination as to whether to seek administrative
penalties or to recommend that the CAO file.a civil action. Recommendations to file civil
actions may or may not be accompanied by requests to seek civil penalties.
Many factors are considered by Code Enforcement and City Attorney staff in determining
whethercivil or administrative penalties are available remedies, whether the circumstances
warrant seeking such penalties and which of the two should be sought. Some of those
factors are, the nature and complexity of the nuisance, time required to marshal a matter
through the court and the administrative process, staffing, expenditures and the likelihood
of recovering costs, ability of the responsible party to pay, our ability to collect, diverting
resources from other nuisance problems of greater concern to the Council and the City
5
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Manager, legal authority and process, trends and treatment of certain cases by the courts,
and others.
Civil penalties may be imposed only upon an order of the court. The process for
obtaining a judgment for civil penalties is often a lengthy one with delays normally beyond
the control of a particular party or the court. The proceedings in which civil penalties may
be sought are usually ones for injunctive relief to abate nuisance activity.
Administrative penalties are sought through an administrative process established
by the City. Our process is established in Titles 1, 49 and 61. The authority for
commencing the administrative penalty process is vested in the Department Head
responsible for the enforcement action. The process for imposing the administrative
penalty is commenced by the Department Head issuing a notice and order imposing the
penalty. A hearing may be held at which the responsible party is afforded an opportunity
for due process prior to efforts to finalize the collection of the penalty. The CAO is not
involved in the process for imposing the administrative penalty unless the property owner
threatens or files a legal action challenging the penalty or the process for imposition.
Use of Civil Gang Injunctions
In approximately 1995 or 1996, Council Member Sam Pannell requested the City Attorney
and Police Department to look into the use of civil gang injunctions as a vehicle for
reducing or eliminating gang activity in certain areas of the city. Efforts were undertaken
to survey and meet with officials in other cities where the civil gang injunction procedure
had been successfully employed. We learned that the use of such a vehicle required a
substantial amount of Police and City Attorney staff time. In addition, it could be used only
for a limited geographical area and could not be employed in full effect against gang
members who reside in the target area. There have been two efforts by the Police
Department to employ the civil gang injunction in Sacramento. However, neither effort has
resulted in the necessary evidence to submit a package to the GAO for filing. We
understand that the City of Stockton most recently used a similar process.
Use of Civil Abatement Injunctions
Civil injunctions may be filed any time a Department Head concludes the administrative
nuisance hearing will not resolve the nuisance or there are other facts warranting
bypassing the administrative process. As indicated above, many civil injunction
proceedings may be accompanied by a request for imposition of civil penalties.
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Use of the Social Nuisance Ordinance
Contrary to the assumption of some neighborhood groups, the Social Nuisance Code is
still an enforceable ordinance. The staff was reduced as a result of loss of funding.
Therefore, there has been no concentrated effort to prepare enforcement actions in this
area. However, the Police Department has submitted four to five cases to the CAO for
action. Those cases were incorporated into our regular work load.
Code Enforcement Tools Notebook
Under the direction of Deputy City Manager Jack Crist, and with the assistance of the CAO,
a comprehensive list of enforcement tools was established earlier this calendar year.
The list included the name of each tool, the type of action to which the tool applies, the
Department Head responsible for implementation, the legal authority and the available
remedies.
The CAO is now in the process of establishing a Code Enforcement Tools Notebook. One
of the limited term attorneys recently authorized by council is assigned to devote full time
to this project. It is our intent to have the notebook completed by the end of the calendar.
year and to make it available to Council Members, Code Enforcement staff and
Neighborhood Police Officers. If the City Manager is able to fund the printing, additional
copies may be made available for use by neighborhood groups. The notebook will contain,
among other things, the following:
Tool Elements - for each of the identified tools, an outline of the elements
necessary to enforce it will be prepared in understandable terms.
Procedure for each tool - Since procedures may differ, a section will be included
explaining the procedure to be followed for each tool. This will include all phases for
handling a matter from the staff work up through conclusion at the administrative or court
level.

Explanation of remedies - An explanation will be given of each available remedy
that may be sought for the various tools.
Tools/Remedy cross reference - Since some of the tools and remedies may be
applied to the same or similar set of facts, we will include a section that shows where a tool
or remedy may be used for the same facts. The importance of this section will become
clear when reviewing the discussion of the section below concerning the simultaneous use
of several remedies.
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Factors considered in selecting tools/remedies - We will include a section in
which we discuss some of the factors considered in selecting the appropriate tool or
remedy. However, for obvious reasons, we will not set forth information which will
demonstrate our legal strategy for handling code enforcement matters.
Time line for conclusion - For each tool, we will make an effort to anticipate a time
line for conclusion of the matter. This is most difficult to do with any degree of accuracy,
especially with litigated matters. We will be able to provide some time lines with accuracy
as to various steps to be undertaken prior to final resolution of a matter.
Staff Training
We will work with the Neighborhood and Planning Department, the Police Department and
City University to develop a training program relating to Code Enforcement. The training
course will be based on the Code Enforcement Tools Notebook. It anticipated that
training will be conducted by City Attorney, Code Enforcement and Police oepartment staff.
The focus will be on State nuisance law and procedure, City of Sacramento nuisance law
and procedure, investigative procedures, case work up and administrative tribunal and
court presentation. The case work up aspect will include the development of a procedure
similar to what has been used for eminent domain cases for over 10 years. All eminent
domain cases are sent to the City Attorney with a transmittal sheet demonstrating that all
necessary pre-filing steps have been satisfied.
Code Enforcement staff will be meeting monthly with the supervisors of the Advisory and
Litigation Sections of the CAO to discuss code enforcement procedures and training on the
preparation of cases.
CAO Participation at Neighborhood Forums
There has been a tremendous amount of discussion, confusion, and frustration over the
years about the role of the City Attorney, or the lack thereof, at community meetings where
code enforcement matters are discussed, City policies are discussed and developed, and
strategic enforcement plans are established. The Council has requested that we provide
a clear overview of the City Attorney's policy and practice in this area and the basis for the
same. That overview is provided below.
The City Attorney is one of a very few City Departments that employs staff who must hold
a state license to perform their duties. The license to practice law is issued by the Judicial
branch of State government and all lawyers are officers of the court. We are required to
do certain things pertaining to the practice of law and prohibited from doing others. As a
result of these mandates and prohibitions, special duties are imposed upon us that are not
imposed on other citizens. These mandates, prohibitions and special privileges are set
8
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forth in the Code of Professional Responsibility, the Business and Professions Code, the
Evidence Code and other codes governing the practice of law. There are certain things
we are mandated to do or prohibited from doing even if the client requests that we do them
or refrain from doing them. If we fail to adhere to the rules which govern our profession,
our license may be adversely impacted.
The rules and regulations which govern the practice of law have been the subject of
several papers written by members of the City Attorneys' Department of the California
League of Cities. The best among these papers has been provided to the City Council as
a guide to the role of the City Attorney.
An attorney (including the City Attorney) is prohibited from taking any course of action
which he or she knows could hurt the interest of the client. This specifically precludes
placing oneself in a position of conflict, foreseeable conflict or the inability to represent the
client's interest.
The City Attorney serves as the legal advisor only to the municipal corporation, the City of
Sacramento. Accordingly, the city is the client. Because this corporation speaks and acts
only through natural persons, the City Council and the city's officers, department heads
and boards and commissions must act only in the best interest of the client.
While the general public or the taxpayers of the City of Sacramento fund this municipal
corporation, they are not the client and are always potentially in a conflict position with the
client's interest. As the client, the City has an obligation to promote the common good,
health, safety and welfare of all citizens of the City. That interest stands even in the face
of one citizen challenging another and the City has to choose sides in the dispute. When
the City chooses sides, the City Attorney supports the City's position only in a legal counsel
role. If we took sides in the dispute in a policy role, we could be challenged by one side
or another as having an interest. An attorney is prohibited from having an interest in a
legal dispute which he or she is handling on behalf of a client.
Attorneys are required to maintain confidentiality and assert the privilege as to all
information they receive during the course of the attorney-client relationship. If the attorney
is present when others are also present and confidential matters are discussed or shared,
this privilege does not exist. In order for the City to waive this privilege, it would require a
vote of at least five members of the City Council. Once a privilege is waived, it is forever
waived and those against whom action is contemplated or taken are entitled to obtain the
information to which the privilege would have attached.
When attorneys are present during discussion of information or where action is taken,
unless the strict attorney-client relationship is observed, the attorney could be named as
a party to any subsequent legal action and/or called as a witness. If this knowingly occurs,
9
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it is a violation of the rules of professional conduct and against the client's interest. Since
the City Attorney is the legal counsel of record for the City of Sacramento, all actions by
Assistants and Deputies are imputed to the City Attorney and the entire office will be
impacted. This means the entire office could be precluded from representing the City when
one of the deputies is inappropriately involved in a legal matter. Again, if the situation
which gave rise to disqualification of the attorney was foreseeable, it would be a violation
of the rules of professional conduct and would be against the client's interest because it
would force the client to seek outside counsel.
In-house counsel (such as a City Attorney) is required to avoid participating in policy
discussions which could lead to disqualification of the counsel's office from representing
the client. The national tobacco litigation is a classic example of the devastating effect of
the attorneys' inability to maintain the confidence of certain client information under the
attorney-client privilege.
Although this explanation is rather lengthy, it sets forth in simple terms the reasons behind
the City Attorney's position regarding participation at the many community forums at which
code enforcement cases and strategies are discussed.
The City Attorney is not prohibited from sharing certain limited statistical or general status
information with Council Members, staff or the public. The general status information
should be limited to matters which are already public record, steps taken and the next step,
provided the disclosure of the next step will not be harmful to the case.
In addition, the City Attorney could participate in meetings to generally discuss city laws,
and laws of other cities which might or might not work here. We are prohibited by the rules
of professional conduct from providing legal advice to any private party regarding their
rights and obligations under City or State law and any general information shared by this
office cannot be relied upon as a defense to any legal action in which a member of the
public may be involved.
Finally, this office is available to and will work with the City Manager to provide general
training of members of the public as to what code violations to look for and report onto City
staff for code enforcement action. In addition, City Attorney staff is available by cellular
phone or pager to respond to emergency legal questions by staff during non-business
hours.
We welcome any additional suggestions as to how we might reduce confusion and
frustration in this area while not breaching our oath of office or the rules of professional
conduct.
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Civil Abatement Actions by Neighborhood Groups
Recently some neighborhood activists have requested that the Council explore ways to
allow them to take action to rid their neighborhoods of nuisances. The Council requested
that this issue be addressed in this report.
State law recognizes that public agencies may not have the resources to abate every
public nuisance. Accordingly, state law contains provisions for private persons to take
abatement action. The following state laws' are applicable to private party abatement of
public nuisances regardless of whether the nuisance is defined in State or local law:
Section 3479 defines a nuisance as anything which is injurious to health or
is indecent or offensive to the senses, or an obstruction to the free use of
property, so as to interfere with the comfortable enjoyment of life or property.
Section 3480 defines a public nuisance as one which affects at the same
time an entire community or neighborhood, or any considerable number of
persons.
Section 3491 provides that remedies against a public nuisance are: (1)
indictment or information; (2) a civil action; or (3) abatement
Section 3495 provides that any person may abate a public nuisance which
is specifically injurious to him by removing, or, if necessary, destroying the
things which constitute the same, without committing a breach of the peace,
or doing unnecessary injury.
These are the provisions which authorize private persons to take action to abate public
nuisances regardless of whether the nuisance is specified in the City Code or in State law.
The City is prevented from enacting any local laws which interfere or conflict with State
laws. These State laws afford the authority neighborhood groups now seek. We are
informed that Council Member Kerth is working with neighborhood groups in Council
District 2 to take advantage of their rights and to comply with their obligations under these
sections.
Council District Tours •
The City Attorney has instructed his staff to contact each Council Member for a drive
through tour of each District to view significant public nuisances which warrant great and

'Unless otherwise specified, all citations in this section refer to the California Civil Code.
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immediate attention. The Senior Deputy City Attorneys for the Advisory Section and the
Litigation Section will also go on the District tours. Other department representatives may
also go on the tours. We are requesting that Council Members set aside adequate time
to commence the District tours in the near future.
Simultaneous Use of Civil, Criminal and Administrative Actions
Following the District tours referenced above, each Council Member will be requested to
have his or her Administrative Assistant prepare a list of the District's five worst public
nuisances and transmit the same to the City Attorney and the Deputy City Manager who
oversees code enforcement. Staff will create .a master list of these nuisances. The top five
matters will be referred to the City Attorney to determine whether they qualify for
simultaneous civil, administrative and criminal sanctions. We currently have sufficient
limited term staff to commence some simultaneous actions. Although the City Attorney
may institute criminal actions based on City Code violations, we have a meeting scheduled
with the District Attorney's Office on August 12, 1998 at which we will discuss a potential
role for the District Attorney in handling some or all of the criminal matters.
As we complete one of the top five worst matters, another will be added to the list for
simultaneous actions. Every effort will be made to strike a balance between the Council
Districts. However, the gravity of the problem will dictate which cases rise to the top of the
list. This approach does not mean that a particular matter of lower stature will not receive
enforcement attention until it rises to the top of the list. The establishment of the
simultaneous action program simply means that the worst nuisance offenders deserve to
feel the full measure of abatement remedies. Plans are currently being made to
commence this program as soon as a code enforcement team is in place to undertake the
case work up necessary to satisfy the required burdens of proof for each of the tri-remedies
discussed herein.
1997-98 Advisory Section Code Enforcement Assignments
During 1995 and 1996, we did not maintain records on the number of various types of code
enforcement matters sent to the Advisory Section for review prior to staff taking some type
of administrative action. However, in 1997, the Advisory Section handled 1745
assignments requiring one hour or more time from various City Departments. Of these
1745 assignments, 220 or 12.60% were code enforcement matters. During Fiscal Year
1997-98, a total of 1747 assignments were handled by this section and 219 or 12.53%
were code enforcement matters. Included within these figures are requests related to
enforcement action against individual properties, as well as requests for legal opinions and
Public Records Act requests. The requests for assistance came from both Code
Enforcement and Housing and Dangerous Buildings.
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These figures do not include broader code enforcement related assignments, such as
requests for legislation which are tracked differently.
Following are figures for the majority of requests relating to enforcement action against
individual properties.
Nature of Request

1997

Fiscal Year 1997-98

Demolition Requests

66(1)2

66(5)

Summary Abatement

57

64

Abatement Warrants

9

18

Files Referred to Litigation

11

11

1995-1998 Litigation Section Code Enforcement Assignments
The total number of all cases handled by the Litigation Section during calendar year 1995
was 286. Of that number, 70 or 24.47% were code enforcement cases. Those cases were
broken out as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Drug Abatement
Housing
Miscellaneous

16
37
Total 70

The total number of all cases handled by the Litigation Section during calendar year 1996
was 228. Of that number, 37 or 16.22% were code enforcement cases. Those cases were
broken out as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Drug Abatement
Housing
Miscellaneous
Total

8
20
_9
37

The total number of all cases handled by the Litigation Section during calendar year 1997
was 172. Of that number, 26 or 15.11% were code enforcement cases. Those cases were
broken out as follows:

2 The parenthetical indicates the number of demolition requests denied by this office.
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1.
2.
3.

Drug Abatement
Housing
Code Enforcement
Total

1
18
_Z
26

The total number of all cases handled by the litigation section during Fiscal Year 1997-98
was 219. Of that number, 20 or 9.13% were code enforcement cases. Those cases were
broken out as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Drug Abatement
Housing
Code Enforcement
Total

1
12
_Z
20

Based on the foregoing figures, the number of code enforcement cases referred for filing
between 1995 and 1998 has continued to drop.
Automated Code Enforcement Assignment Tracking
Over the years, much of the frustration surrounding the so-called black hole is the fact that
there was no easy way of pin-pointing where a file was in the system. Status checks and
information regarding the aging of a file took days because the assigned code enforcement
staff and the assigned City Attorney staff were so busy and no one else could provide the
status report.
To correct this problem, our technical support staff created and implemented an automated
system which is called "AttornEase." This system tracks Housing and Dangerous Buildings
and Code Enforcement matters from intake to conclusion even when the file has been
returned for additional work. A broad range of information is included in the automated
tracking system concerning each assignment [e.g., Council District in which property is
located, source of request (Code Enforcement or Housing and Dangerous Buildings),
nature of request (demolition, warrant, summary abatement), timing and disposition of
matters] which will allow future reports to include detailed information concerning these
assignments. In addition, we will be able to quickly respond to Council and City Manager
inquiries regarding the status of a particular matter. All Advisory cases entering the office
since the end of March have been entered into the system. All open high profile litigation
cases have been entered into the system. We are in the process of entering all open
litigation cases into the system. The final entry will be high profile closed matters, closed
problematic properties and repeat nuisance offenders where this information is available.
We are prepared to demonstrate the system to the Council during the presentation of this
report. As a preview to the live demonstration of this system, Attachment A identifies the
features of the system and the system screens.
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Discussion of Specifically Identified Cases
During the June 23, 1998 Council meeting, the City Attorney was asked to comment on the
status of cases Council Members would identify which appear to have been unnecessarily
delayed in the enforcement process.
One case was identified by two different Council Members. The USA Tire matter located
at 4600 7th Avenue, in District 5. Both Council Member Hammond and Council Member
Steinberg requested review and report back on this matter. Council Member Hammond
also requested a review and status report on this matter in April of this year. Since April,
the case has been moving, albeit slowly.
In addition to the USA Tire matter, we added to the list 2425 Capitol Avenue since that is
the one matter which seems to be the reason for Mr. Bill Baker's complaints and call for
an audit and the statement by one absentee landlord who erroneously stated to the
Council that the City Attorney threatened Mr. Baker. Instead of a threat, a promise was
made to Mr. Baker that if he ever threatened another Deputy City Attorney, he would face
criminal prosection and we have the evidence to and will carry that promise out.
Finally, we added to the list the Arden Motel, located at 1700 Del Paso Blvd., in District 2.
Council Member Kerth did not identify this for discussion and has been extremely patient
with the protracted and ongoing litigation of this matter. However, in fairness, the delay
in bringing this case to a conclusion must also be discussed because Council Member
Kerth requested several status reports on this matter and a discussion of it will
demonstrate time differences in concluding court matters and administrative matters.
USA Tire (4600 7th Avenue)- This case involves a dispute between the City and the
property owner as to whether an outdoor tire shop is being operated in violation of the
Zoning Code. The owner is taking the position that his operation is a legally nonconforming use. On April 1, 1997, Code Enforcement staff requested the CAO to review
a notice of violation. This was completed within a few days. On May 6, 1997, a meeting
occurred with staff, the CAO, the property owner and his attorney. On June 4, 1997, the
attorney for the property owner reaffirmed in writing their position that the use is legal.
Code Enforcement Staff was notified of this letter and a draft response was prepared and
sent to staff for review and comment. No comment was received and for an unknown
reason the letter was not sent. This was the first mis-communication between staff that
resulted in a delay in taking action. One of the two departments should have taken
responsibility for making sure the letter stating the City's position was sent to the property
owner. On July 10, 1997, the CAO advised staff of all potential options and what proof was
necessary to initiate an administrative action. On July 24, 1997, staff sent a memo to the
CAO requesting that the file be reviewed and the property owner notified that he had 15
days to abate the nuisance or staff would impose administrative penalties and request the
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City Attorney to seek injunctive relief. On July 25, 1997, the CAO reviewed the file and
contacted the attorney for the property owner and informed him as requested by staff. The
15 day compliance period expired without further action by the City. Some time later in
1997, the Code Enforcement staff member assigned to handle this matter separated from
City employment. Somewhere between August 11 (the compliance date) and the time the
assigned staff person separated from the City, the second mis-communication occurred.
Apparently no one diaried the compliance date for further action. The CAO assumed that
since it is staffs responsibility to initiate administrative penalties, that the matter was being
monitored by Code Enforcement and that the CAO would be notified when and if injunctive
relief was necessary. This was an incorrect assumption that resulted in no action having
been taken on this matter between July 25, 1997 and April 23, 1998 when Council Member
Hammond inquired as to its status. Between April 23, 1998 and July 8, 1998, several
discussions occurred between the CAO and Code Enforcement staff. The property was
reinspected on July 8, 1998 and on July 15, 1998, the CAO reviewed and returned staffs
new draft notice of violation. The property owner was mailed the notice on July 15, 1998.
The property owner received it on July 17, 1998 and his attorney received it on July 21,
1998. We are now waiting to see whether the property is brought into compliance prior to
the expiration period. If the property is not in compliance, administrative action will be
initiated.
2425 Capitol Avenue - This was a matter handled under the Social Nuisance
Ordinance. Enforcement action in this matter did not originate through the normal process.
In April 1997, CAO was working with Code Enforcement staff and SPD to take corrective
action on another property (2400 Q Street) owned by the same person. The property
owner was not complying with a previous agreement negotiated between himself and
Neighborhood Services. During a meeting with the property owner regarding the Q Street
property in August 1997, the 2425 Capitol Avenue property was also discussed. Prior to
this August meeting nothing had been submitted to the CAO for legal action on this matter.
The CAO suggested to others to try and tie the Q Street property resolution to the Capitol
Avenue property so as to gain a stronger resolution to the social nuisance problems
occurring on both properties. The following is a chronology of the events in this matter
between its commencement and conclusion: On September 9, 1997, CAO received the
package from SPD showing nuisance activity and notice to the property owner; September
10, 1997 District 3's AA was informed of efforts regarding staffs intent to tie the two
properties together for a consolidated resolution; On September 15, 1997, CAO received
from SPD service call history for review and assessment; On September 16, 1997, Code
and Housing files opened in 1994 and 1996 on the Q Street property were forwarded to
CAO for review; On September 24, 1997, at the request of CAO, Winn Park Capitol
Avenue Neighborhood Association (Winn Park) forwarded a letter detailing their concerns
and observations of social nuisance activity; On October 1, 1997, the first meeting occurred
between CAO, property owner and property owner's attorney to discuss a stipulation for
resolution of the problems related to 2425 Capitol Avenue; On October 2, 1997 Mr. Bill
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Baker, as the representative for Winn Park, was given a general update regarding the
October 1 meeting and notified him that the discussion was moving toward a joint
resolution; On October 6, 1997; SPD informed CAO of an agreement reached with the
property owner to have SPD act as his agent for removing trespassers from the property
in an effort to reduce the problems until a formal agreement was in place; On October 13,
1997, SPD forwarded more documentation to CAO; between October 21, 1997 and
October 25, 1997 CAO had further discussions with Mr. Baker. He was informed that a
draft agreement should be prepared by mid-November, 1997 and that the CAO was still
awaiting more information from SPD regarding the security deposit survey it was
conducting; On October 31, 1997, CAO further discussed the proposed stipulation with the
property owner's attorney; November 4, 1997 CAO received SPD's summary of security
deposits charged in midtown area; On November 18, 1997, CAO received a call from
District 3's AA for status update of proposed stipulation. CAO provided a status update
and informed the AA that work load demands were giving *rise to uncertainty as to how
quickly the draft stipulation would be completed. About this time the assigned attorney
realized that his extremely heavy work load was preventing him from devoting desired time
to the completion of the draft stipulation which when completed consisted of 23 pages (not
16 as Mr. Baker stated) of terms and conditions requiring approval by the attorneys and
agreement and signature of the parties. Although the original proposed date for
completing the draft stipulation was upon him, the assigned attorney did not recontact the
District 3 AA or Mr. Baker to inform them of a new projected date for completion of the draft
stipulation; On November 19, 1997, the assigned attorney contacted his supervisor and
requested assistance of a law clerk in the assimilation and review of materials, research
and drafting of the stipulation; On November 25, 1997, the assigned law clerk completed
her work including a rough draft of the stipulation; On December 3, 1997, CAO received
a message from Mr. Baker requesting a status update. During an exchange of voice mail
messages, Mr. Baker was informed that progress was being made on the stipulation but
the target date for completion of the draft was moved to mid-December due to a heavy
work load. In his last of this series of voice mail messages, Mr. Baker expressed
frustration at the delay and stated that he would call Council Member Cohn to have him
contact the City Attorney to have this matter expedited above other work; On December
4, 1997, the assigned attorney discussed with his supervisor Mr. Baker's impending call
to Council Member Cohn and requested that a meeting be set with the City Attorney to
discuss the case. Before that meeting could occur, Council Member Cohn contacted the
City Attorney and requested a status report and that the completion of the draft stipulation
be given as high a priority as possible; On December 4, 1997, the City Attorney spoke with
the assigned attorney, his supervisor and the Assistant City Attorney (ACA) about the
status of this matter, delay and our office's failure to timely communicate to all concerned
that a further delay was unavoidable. The Assistant City Attorney was asked to monitor
the situation closely until it was concluded; On December 5, 1997, District 3's AA was
again contacted and informed that work on the stipulation was continuing, but no date for
completion was'given; On December 15, 1997, the draft was completed and circulated for
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discussion. Due to the holidays, it was difficult to complete the discussions. In early
January, Human Rights and Fair Housing Commission (HRFH) was contacted to handle
a civil action, if the property owner refused to sign the stipulation. It was decided that
HRFH would in fact handle any civil action and that they should be brought into the
process prior to approaching the property owner with the proposed agreement; January
14, 1998 a meeting occurred with HRFH and others to discuss the draft stipulation and how
to proceed; On January 26, 1998, the ACA was presented an action plan for concluding
this matter by stipulation or lawsuit. The plan included a back up plan to commence
litigation on March 11, 1998 if the stipulation was not signed; On February 3, 1998, to
provide adequate support for an enforceable settlement stipulation, Notice of Nuisance
was sent to the property. This would also serve as a basis for administrative and civil
action; On February 19, 1998, the first settlement meeting occurred with the property
owner at which the content of the stipulation was discussed. The next meeting was
scheduled for February 25, 1998 but was canceled because one of the property owners
became ill and was hospitalized; On March 16, 1998, the second settlement meeting
occurred with positive results. The civil action by HRFH was postponed to give the
settlement process more time to resolve the matter; between March 19, 1998 and April 3,
1998 three additional settlement meetings occurred; On April 20, 1998, the settlement
agreement was signed by all parties; between May 6, 1998 and July 8, 1998 three monthly
monitoring meetings occurred. Because of the progress to the satisfaction of city staff, the
monitoring meetings will now occur quarterly.
Based on the foregoing, it is clear that Mr. Baker is clearly off base in claiming at one point
a 7 month delay and at another point a 4 month delay occurred . in concluding this matter.
There were two periods in which the communications could have been better as to the
missing of the target date for completion of the draft stipulation (approximately one month)
and as to the delay over the holidays in having the draft reviewed by all concerned before
it was presented to the property owner. A one month delay during the pendency of this
matter should not have occurred nor should it be the basis for a death penalty type
sanction as Mr. Baker seems to be indicating. When the matter was brought to the City
Attorney's attention by Council Member Steve Cohn, the assigned attorney was asked to
justify the brief delay. It was explained and accepted that delay had occurred because a
substantial number of pressing Police Department matters had *continued to push this
matter to the bottom of an assignment list. The assigned attorney was informed that this
matter must be given top priority and was asked to work with the Assistant City Attorney
until the matter was concluded. Mr. Baker has expressed specific concerns about the
length of time it took to conclude this matter and why the matter was not filed as a civil
injunction so as to seek a maximum of $20,000,00 in civil penalties rather than being
handled as an administrative matter with $5,000.00 in administrative penalties and a
$10,000.00 letter of credit payable upon demand by arbitrator for breach of stipulation. He
has also requested an audit of the City Attorney's Office. The decision to proceed with an
administrative action was jointly made by all staff assigned to handle this matter. A major
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consideration in taking the administrative abatement approach over the civil injunction was
the speed at which the matter could be concluded and a better opportunity for determining
the outcome and conditions imposed on the property. This matter was commenced on
August 27, 1997, and was concluded on April 20, 1998, seven days short of eight months.
Although conclusion of the abatement was briefly delayed, there is no way this matter
would have been concluded in so few months had it been filed in court. As to an audit of
the City Attorney's operation, we welcome it and in fact requested that one be conducted
as we indicated in our 1998 Action Plan released in January 1998. The audit was
commenced around March or April of this year. The results of that audit will be presented
to the Council.
Arden Motel - (1700 Del Paso Blvd.) This was a Social Nuisance matter which was
filed in court as a civil injunction at the request of Council Member Kerth in August 1995.
Due to a substantial number of delays for various reasons, the case still is not resolved.
Unlike the previous two matters, the time line for the delays is set out below in docket form
used in litigation.

DOCUMENT:

DATE:

1.

Complaint for Preliminary &
Permanent
Injunction,
Abatement, Civil Penalties,
Damages, and Other Equitable
Relief.

8/22/95.

2.

All parties served.

Between 8/23/95 and 9/5/95.

3.

Defendants
granted
extension to answer.

Extensions expired 12/15/95.

4.

Answer to Complaint filed
by all Defendants.

12/18/95.

5.

Stipulated
Injunction.

Signed by all defendants on 2/2/96.

6.

Preliminary
filed.

7.

Initial
Trial
Conference.

Preliminary

Injunction

Setting

2/14/96.
(Signed by the Judge Earl
Warren, Jr., on 2/13/96)
Conference Date 6/3/96.
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8.

Order to Show Cause Re:
Violation of Court Order
and Contempt filed.
(Crime increased after the
Prelim. Injunction issued
when it should have
decreased. 28 illegal
activities outlined in the
Declaration of Officer
Steve Reed dated
7/24/96.)

Hearing Date 08/16/96. Put over to be
heard with the trial.

9.

Settlement Conference.

9/25/96. (Don't know if this settlement
conference took place or not)

10.

Trial date continued by
stipulation of the parties.

New trial date 10/8/96. The court
continued the trial to 3/3/97, because the
attorney representing the motel was in the
middle of an ongoing criminal trial. 3/03/97
was the first available date for the court.

11.

New trial date.

3/3/97. The trial was continued due to
Dennis Beatty serving on jury duty and not
having time to prepare and key witnesses
being unavailable.

12

Meeting Dennis Beatty
and
McCarthy,
Pat
Attorney for Arden Motel.

4/7/97.

13.

New trial date.

5/7/97. Trial continued to 7/29/97, due to
unavailability of Officer Steve Reed and •
several of the defendants being out of the
country.

14.

Meeting between Sam
Jackson, Dennis Beatty,
Pat McCarthy and
Stephen W. White, Esq.

8/28/97
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15.

New trial date.

10/1/97. (File does not reflect reason for
continuance)

16.

Letter
received
from
Patrick
McCarthy
regarding his clients'
desire to resolve the
matter.

11/4/97.

17.

New trial date.

11/12/97. (File does not reflect reason for
continuance, nor why it did not go to trial
on 11/12/97.)

18.

Received notice of a backlog of
civil cases and resetting of case
under the Priority Reset Project.

1/28/98.

19.

Status Conference.

2/27/98. By agreement of all the parties,
the trial date of 3/18/98, was vacated and
reset to 4/22/98. A further Status
Conference was set for 4/10/98.

20.

Dennis Beaty went before
the Council in Executive
Session re: settlement of
case.

3/31/98.

21.

Status Conference.

4/10/98. By agreement of all the parties,
the trial date of 4/22/98, was vacated and
reset to 5/11/98. (Dennis Beaty left and
Bruce Cline took over the case and
needed time to prepare.)

20.

Continuance of trial date.

At the request of defense counsel, the trial
date of 5/11/98 was vacated and reset to
6/3/98. (Defense counsel was out of town)
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23.

Continuance of trial date.

At the request of Bruce Cline (due to the
unavailability of our main witness, Officer
Steve Reed), the trial date of 6/3/98, was
vacated and reset to 6/18/98.

24.

Further
Conference.

Settlement

At the request of both counsel, a further
Settlement Conference was set for
6/16/98.

25.

Stipulation for Entry of
Judgement and Order
Granting Permanent
Injunction Contingent on
Certain Events as
Described Herein.

Signed by all the parties on 6/17/98 and
filed 6/18/98. If conditions not met, the trial
was to be held on 7/15/98.

26.

'City advised that the
lender would not take over
the property and matter
set to proceed to trial.

7/06/98.

27.

Trial Setting.

Due to unavailability of the Court, the trial
is now set for 8/31/98.

Delays such as the one month in the 2425 Capitol Avenue matter are not uncommon when
the assigned attorney is handling a heavy work load. The approximately seven months
delay in reactivating the USA Tire matter is not likely to occur in the future. The automated
tracking system and the Code Enforcement Review Committee will help to catch and
prevent potential delays of more than 30 days. The delay in USA Tire appears to have
occurred as a result of staff leaving the City and neither of the involved departments
realizing that each was waiting for the other to take action. It will be difficult to prevent the
type of delay that occurred in the Arden Motel matter. Once a matter is filed in the court,
as demonstrated above, a variety of procedural and other issues, including the
unavailability of a court room, could cause undesirable and extended delays.
Survey of other Cities
In an effort to gain information regarding how, others are responding to code
enforcement issues, we conducted a brief survey of other California Cities to which we are
usually compared. We contacted the cities of Fresno, Anaheim, San Diego, Oakland, Long
Beach and San Jose. We learned that Sacramento is not unique in devoting increased
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attention to Code Enforcement. Mayor Serna also verified this point while attending the
1998 National Mayor's Conference where Code Enforcement was at the top of the agenda
The results of our survey are listed below.
CITY OF FRESNO
Fresno had a municipal management of real property ordinance (similar . to our social
nuisance code) for 2 years. It contained a sunset clause and expired in 4/97. They are
currently drafting a new ordinance. During the 2 years it was law, they never filed an action
under it.
They do not have a manual on code enforcement. However, a memo was prepared for
City Council explaining CAO procedures for code enforcement. We have obtained a copy
of that memorandum. No document has been prepared for distribution to neighborhood
groups.
Code Enforcement felt the old management of real property ordinance was too
administratively cumbersome to use effectively. So other remedies have been used to
address problem properties. They are very aggressive in inspecting, reinspecting and
citing the problem properties. The result is large fines being imposed on these properties
(thousands of dollars). On one dangerous building they cited the owner for $48,000 in
fines and they eventually filed a civil action to compel demolition. In a social nuisance case
involving a local motel, they repeatedly cited for housing code violations and after
establishing a solid record of substandard conditions, revoked the City license required to
operate the motel. The City was sued over the revocation, but prevailed.
CITY OF ANAHEIM
Anaheim does not have an ordinance similar to our social nuisance code. Under their city
charter the City Attorney is also the City Prosecutor. Code enforcement is handled through
criminal prosecution (99% of their enforcement actions). Their civil section handles the
drug and red light abatement actions, but these are not common (1% of enforcement
. actions). They do not have a manual or policy memo explaining the procedure for handling
code enforcement actions.
They file between 35 and 40 criminal complaints a year. In addition, they resolve between
5 and 20 code violations a year through office conferences. If after the owner has been
provided repeated notices of a violation and the violations are not corrected, a decision is
made to either file a criminal complaint or hold an office conference with the owner. If the
owner is a repeat offender or has been totally non-responsive, the City will skip the office
conference and file a complaint. If a conference is held, the property owner must concede
that he/she is in violation and agree to a reasonable date for correction. There are no
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formal agreements drawn. Rather, the property owner is advised that failure to correct the
violation likely will lead to criminal prosecution. Most property owners comply and no filing
is necessary.
The majority of the property owners are not represented in the criminal action. If convicted,
it is unlikely that the owner will be given any jail time (less than 1% of defendants). Many
are placed on probation with conditions to maintain the property. The City prefers criminal
prosecution as it is faster than civil litigation. In addition, the City feels that property owners
are more responsive when facing a criminal prosecution.
Citations are issued for minor code violations (lawn parking, impermissible outdoor
displays, leaving trash cans on the street after pick up and so on). In the last two years,
the City has not filed any civil actions for red light, drug or public nuisance abatement. In
the last year they initiated one administrative action, but they settled it prior to the hearing.
The use of criminal. prosecutions has been very effective.

CITY OF SAN DIEGO
San Diego does not have a municipal social nuisance code. They do not have a manual
on how they prosecute code violations, but they do have training materials that they use
with code enforcement officers, the Police Department (PD) and neighborhood groups.
We have obtained a copy of their training materials in an outline form. These materials are
available upon request.
The City Attorney's Office has a strong partnership with PD and •code enforcement
departments. PD and code enforcement staff attend regular meetings with neighborhood
groups to discuss code enforcement problems. The CAO attends 3-4 meetings per year,
but it can be more depending on the number of "high profile" cases. City staff trains
volunteers from community groups to identify code violations. The volunteers will contact
property owners, notify them of the violations and work with them to correct them. They
do not have a "social nuisance code," but they use drug, red light, public nuisance and
gang abatement statutes. There are 6 attorneys in the City Attorney's enforcement unit.
CAO, PD and the code enforcement departments meet once a month to determine the five
most problematic cases.
About 90% of their cases are resolved by code enforcement staff without CAO
involvement. They issue citations for minor violations and seek civil penalties for major
violations. If a property owner is a repeat violator, resistant to voluntary compliance, the
property is high profile or they feel that they need more leverage for enforcement, then the
departments will refer the case to the CAO for criminal or civil action (10% of cases).
70% of the cases referred to the CAO are handled as criminal prosecutions, while 30%
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result in civil actions. Civil actions are filed for health and safety violations and public
nuisance, drug, gang and red light abatement. They process about 6-8 actions a year.
Criminal actions are used for building, housing and zoning violations. They file a minimum
of 50 cases a year. They almost never file both civil and criminal actions against the
property owner, though they have done so once or twice.
CITY OF OAKLAND
City Manager staff meets with community groups and coordinates City's response with
appropriate other city staff. The CAO does attend meetings with community groups to
discuss code enforcement generally. We are obtaining a copy of their code enforcement
procedure manual. In the past they would refer cases to the DA for criminal prosecution,
but the DA stopped prosecuting them due to an increase in Three Strikes cases. They use
only administrative and civil remedies.
About 90% of cases are handled administratively and 10% result in a civil action being filed
by the CAO. They undertake 15 to 20 drug abatements a year, with an average of 10
closures per year. They also file less than 10 red light abatements a year and between
15 and 20 general nuisance matters a year. Finally, they handle approximately 15 zoning
matters a year.
Commencement of administrative actions varies on whether the violation is minor or major.
A violation is classified as minor if there are no health and safety violations. There are
several actions they take for minor violations. They charge a fee for reinspection which can
be used with or without a citation, although generally it is used more often without a
citation. After identifying a violation, the inspector sends a notice to the property owner.
The notice states that the fee will not be imposed if the violation is corrected within "X"
number of days. If the violation is not corrected, then the owner is sent a Fee Charge
Reinspection Program Schedule. It sets up a schedule for when the property will be
reinspected and assessed a fee of $220 per inspection. On average, each property is
reinspected 4 times per month. If the fee is not paid, it becomes a special assessment lien
and is collected by the County.
A violation is classified as major if the property has been declared substandard. For major
violations, they impose civil penalties ($1,000.00 per day per violation). If not paid, they
become a special assessment lien. The City will file a prospective notice of lien on the
property with the dollar amount being the estimated demolition costs.
CITY OF LONG BEACH
Long Beach has an elected City Attorney and City Prosecutor. The number of criminal
filings has been low. They have a nuisance abatement ordinance similar to our social
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nuisance code. It has been on the books for about one year. However, there have been
no enforcement efforts. Shortly after it was passed, changes in the City Manager's office
delayed enforcement efforts. They are presently considering taking their first enforcement
action.
They have one attorney who has been designated to handle cases involving major code
violations or cases that become "high profile" within the community. Through an
agreement with the City Prosecutor's office, he occasionally files criminal complaints.
The CAO also has a paralegal, funded through the Safe Streets Program, to work with
community groups. The paralegal has provided training on how the City's code
enforcement scheme works. They have also provided training on how to file small claims
court actions against property owners. The community groups have been able to get
numerous judgments, but have not experienced a good collection rate. In several
incidents, community groups were able to negotiate with the property owner to sell the
property in exchange for their dismissal of the judgment. The City Manager's office also
has a nuisance abatement coordinator who has recently printed a brochure on code
enforcement. We are obtaining a copy of this brochure.
They do not issue citations for housing and building code violations. After a property is
inspected and determined to be substandard, the owner is given notice of the violation and
a compliance date is set. If the necessary corrections are not made, the matter is brought
before a Board of Examiners. The Board, comprised of 7-9 citizens, reviews the case and
generally sets a second compliance date (maximum of 60 days). If the property owner still
does not correct, the case is referred to the City Prosecutor. If the building is dangerous,
they will also proceed with a summary abatement to have it demolished.
Their nuisance abatement process is similar to ours. A citation is issued assessing a fee
and the property owner has the right to appeal to a hearing officer. Though they are just
now considering issuing their first notice of abatement, they have been able to gain
voluntary compliance in 98-99% of all violations.
In the last few years, they have not filed many civil actions under Health & Safety Code;
1-2 red light abatements and no drug abatements. They have filed one action based on
a municipal drug abatement ordinance. They have not filed any public nuisance actions.
The Planning Commission was able to shut down three hotels for illegal non-conforming
use violations.
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CITY OF SAN JOSE
San Jose uses two administrative enforcement processes: administrative citation and
administrative remedies. Approximately 99% of all their enforcement actions are
administrative, with less than 1% resulting in criminal or civil action.
Administrative citations are used for non-recurring minor violations (i.e., lawn parking,
illegal signs). The property owner can appeal the citation to a hearing officer. In 1997,
they issued 1,095 citations, with a 'collection rate of 80-85%. They issue a warning on the
first complaint and generally issue a citation on the second complaint. Less than 10% of
the citations are appealed to a hearing officer.
Administrative remedies are used for on-going major violations of the housing and building
codes, dangerous and vacant buildings and zoning violations. A compliance order is
issued with a compliance date. If the violation is not corrected (extensions are regularly
granted), then it goes before an Administrative Hearing Board. The Board can impose a
civil penalty up to $2,500 per day. Approximately 1-3% do not comply and the violation is
referred to the Board. The Board reviews about 100 cases a year. They have one
inspector prepare all the staff reports to the Board. He has a paralegal background and
they have found that both the quality of the reports and the number of cases referred to the
Board has increased. The number of Board cases has increased as many inspectors were
hesitant because of the extra work (paperwork) involved in preparing the case: The City
Attorney's office has one Deputy review all reports before they go to the Board. If it is likely
that the code enforcement action will lead to litigation, a litigation attorney will sit in on the
hearing, though they do not present the case.
Monthly meetings between code enforcement, police, and other staff are held to discuss
problem properties and coordinate enforcement activities. In April 1998, the City adopted
an administrative nuisance abatement ordinance, similar to our social nuisance code, but
have not used it.
Over thelast 3-5 years the number of criminal prosecutions has been reduced drastically.
Essentially, the only remaining criminal complaints are filed for business permit violations
(massage parlors, bars, etc., operating without proper permits).
As the administrative nuisance code was recently adopted, they have been utilizing drug,
red light, gang and general nuisance statutes for civil actions. They also have requested
injunctive relief based on provisions of their municipal code. One civil action was filed
against 96 property owners, encompassing approximately a 4 square city block area,
based on public nuisance and drug abatement statutes and housing code violations.
Though the City obtained a restraining order, they had to file over 100 contempt actions,
during the course of the litigation. They are still filing contempt actions (case filed
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approximately 2 years ago). Some of the property owners have gotten jail time and others
were fined. With the new ordinance, they would not file a civil action in this case. The City
would initiate an administrative action.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS: This report does not have a financial impact on the
City's budget. However, the report of the City Manager seeks a legal staff position to be
located at Neighborhood Services to assist in preparing files. This position would not be
under the direction of the City Attorney but report directly to the City Manager and would
not be a Deputy City Attorney. This position is needed so that someone is assigned to work
in Neighborhood Services to assist Code Enforcement officers in preparing files prior to
sending them to the City Attorney's Office for handling. Since this person will ensure that
the files are well prepared for legal action when they arrive at the City Attorney's Office, this
will significantly reduce or eliminate the need for sending files back and forth for additional
needed work-up. This will likely increase filings and the work handled by the City Attorney.
However, this increased work load may be balanced by the reduction in review and rereview work. It will be noted in a future status report, if there is an increase in filings which
require the addition of City Attorney staff to properly service the increased work load.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: The subject of this report does not involve a
project that requires compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA),
inasmuch as it does not involve an activity which may cause a direct or indirect change in
the environment (Public Resources Code Section 21065).
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS: This report is consistent with Council policy of promoting
and supporting neighborhood reclamation.
MBENVBE: Since no goods or services are bein
the City's MBE/WBE policies.
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Attached are two items which were not available to be attached to the Council Report for
August 11, 1998 when it was submitted for duplication and assembly. The first is a copy of the
City Attorney's memorandum referenced in paragraph 2, on page 9 of our report. We previously
provided copies to all Council Members with the exception of Council Member Bonnie Pannell.
The second, attachment consists of a copy' of three separate articles concerning a code
enforcement case currently being tried in Federal Court in Sacramento. The property owners
are alleging that Yuba County failed to afford them due process prior to taking abatement action
against their property. Both of these attachments relate to the role of the City Attorney in
providing legal advice during the work up and handling of code enforcement matters for the City
of Sacramento.
-SLJ/If
cc:
City Manager
City Clerk
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MEMORANDUM

DATE:

December 1, 1994

TO:

CITY ATTORNEY STAFF

FROM:

R. THOMAS HARRIS, City Attorney

RE:

ROLE OF THE CITY ATTORNEY
AND NATURE OF CITY ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP

It has been suggested that it might be helpful to commit to writing
some of the heretofore "unwritten" rules as to how this office
functions. Accordingly, the following statements regarding our
role in City government and the nature of our attorney-client
relationships have been prepared. Although not all inclusive, they
are intended to provide a general sense of the manner in which we
have been operating and will continue to operate as the City's
attorneys:

•

The client of the City Attorney, in the first instance,
is the City Council as the body which represents the will
of the City's inhabitants.

•

Sometimes members of the community say: "I am a
taxpayer, and as the City Attorney you work for me."
However, the City Attorney works for citizens only
indirectly through City officials. Therefore, requests
by citizens must be made through City officials. The
City Attorney has no attorney-client relationship with
citizens at-large.

•

The City Attorney advises and represents all City
Councilmembers with respect to their official City
- activities. The City Attorney cannot represent members
of the City Council in personal legal matters or in cases
based on actions which are outside the scope of the City
Council's powers, such as criminal acts or intentional
torts.

•

The "privilege" referred to in the term "attorney-client
privilege" is the client's privilege, and not the
attorney's. Therefore, it is always the prerogative of
a majority of the Council, and not the City Attorney, to
decide to disclose privileged/confidential information.

1
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•

The City Attorney has an attorney-client relationship
with the City Council acting as a body. When individual
City Councilmembers communicate privileged information to
the City Attorney, the City Attorney may refuse to
disclose that information to most of the world, but
cannot refuse to disclose it to other City
Councilmembers. In other words, the City Attorney does
not have an attorney-client relationship with any one
Councilmember to the exclusion of other City
Councilmembers.

•

The City Attorney has an attorney-client relationship
with City employees and members of City boards and
commissions only to the extent that such people act
within the scope of the powers given to them by the City
Council. As agents of the City Council, such people
share in the attorney-client privileges of the Council,
but they do not have their own independent attorneyclient privilege. Therefore, the City Attorney can never
have an attorney-client relationship with anyone to the
exclusion of the City Council. All information which
comes to the City Attorney in the course of performing
legal work for the City belongs to the City Council.

•

The role of the City Attorney is to give legal advice,
and not to give advice on policy or politics. It is
rarely our place to be involved in making policy, which
is an administrative or legislative function, and never
our place to be involved in politics. We are to channel
administrative questions and information to the
appropriate administrator.

• .

We define the legal consequences of proposed actions as
accurately as possible. We do our best to identify the
foreseeable risks. The function of the City Attorney is
to advise the Council of potential risks and
alternatives, not to make policy decisions unless
expressly authorized or instructed to do so by the City
Council. In this context, it is not our place to tell
our client "you cannot do that," but rather, "If you do
that, the possible consequences are ...." It is up to
the Council, depending on the circumstances, to decide
whether to take the risk.

da.
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•

If we are advised that the City Council wants to do
something, it is our function to help to do it within the
framework of existing laws. We explore every resource
available to us to find legal ways to accomplish the
agenda of the Council.

•

The City Attorney is required to review all City
contracts for approval "as to form." Such approval "as
to form" signifies only that the document is in proper
order so as to be legally binding and does not signify
any judgment as to the content or wisdom of the contract
being reviewed. Approval of the "content" of City
contracts is determined as a policy decision by the City
Council and/or City Manager.

•

We protect the confidentiality of our advice, so that we
do not unnecessarily provide information to anyone who
might later decide to sue the City or someone whom we are
advising. Therefore, we recommend closed sessions or
other measures to protect confidentiality as appropriate.

R. THOMAS HARRIS
CITY ATTORNEY
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Federal Case
Made of Code
Enforcement
BY TOM NADEAU
1)itily lIcilmIcr Stall Wiil co'
couple suing Yuba Coma), for an
allegedly illegal search and seizure
A of properly got a federal disirict
court jury Tuesday.
'I'lle eight-persi in jury was selected on ihe
first day of a civil righis dispule, Godfrey v.
Rohrbach„ S-94-I0I 6, dial is expected to
nun about seven court days.
Robert and Lola Godfrey claim that
Yuba Couniy Planning Depariment code
enforcement officers John Rohrbach and
(.'huck Thomas acted milawfully males the
color of antimony when they enlered the
Coalfrey's foothill in:wage lo inspect and

seize abandoned vehicles and other maieriids stored in iheir 'novelty in 1994.
The Godfreys seek $250,000 in compensafory damages and anolher $250,0110 in
--punitive damages

DeAngelis Has Experience
In Law Office Management
BY STEPHANIE FRANCIS CAHILL
wriatl lit 'i)ii I )1iily
(Editor's note: Rita DeAngelis' -14,w
Office Managment - column is featured
on the second Tuesday of each month in
The Daily Recorder. This article originally ran in Califiwnia Law Business, a
supplement to the Sou FrillleiS“ and LUS
Angeles Daily Jour-fulls.)
or aboul $300, Rita DeAngelis can
hire a secretary for you. For POO,
F the law firm adminisirator-for-hire
can find you a new office.

ABA Looking
To the Future
• New President Calls
For Diversity, Access
And Independence
BY DANIEL A. SHAW
AND DON DEBENEOICTIS
Special to The Daily Recorder

TORONTO— "Ilie American Bar Association must help the legal professional become more racially diverse and work toward breaking down racial and gender barriers to justice, incoming ABA president
Philip Anderson declared here Tuesday.
Speaking at a press conference as the

"She flees me up lo do things I could
bill for," says Amanda Fhey, a San
Francisco sole practitioner who works
w• illi DeAngelis twice a week.

AlIA's annual meeting wound down. Anderson, a partner at the Little Rock, Ark..
law lion of Williams & Anderson, said he
plans to focus on snaking the profession and

DeAngelis' busin('ss, Law Office
l'110111) HY S. 544144) RIX11:145
Management, performs lads 'Or small
Iclienisl IS to allow them to
S that
t utu lawyers and sole 1)1m:tint
Milt FiCe /1111, aail not have hi WOM'11110111
says reekusce
would ordinarily be du ne by a full-time the aihninistmiive sit

the justice system more accessible.
"We have the greatest system of justice
in the world," Anderson said. "But it still
contains the bitter seeds of racial and gender

a uz.A.::::.L.GA=4AettazIatrattitiNfelitialklikblikle.

Hot Button Issue
The issue of county code enforcement is
n long-standing and bitter disputation be!Wee 11 tesidents and the Yuba County Board nf Supervisors. which turned
down a negotiated settlement with the Godtreys only last week.
Among foothill iesidents it has been a
hot-bunon, David-and-Goliath issue In
some yeals now.
The two code enforcers and Yuba Comity were successfully sued over a similar incident earlier this year. In that ease. a
Foothill tesident acting as her MVO attorney
prevailed ovei county contentions that it
had acted legally.
The (kidneys are ieptesented hy kosevilic attorney (iloria Martiniz-Sentiner.
with Lawrence Salisbury in the second.
chair. Yuba County is represented by John
O'Brien of the Rancho Cordova firm of
O'Brien and Brown.
In the opening day of trial, U.S. District
Judge Lawrence K. KarlIon spent the
court's energy choosing a jury and winking
through about an hour's worth of motions
in liminc. most of which addressed exhibits
that would be received in evidence.
With Karhon leading the voir dire. it
took some three hours too winnow out a
jury, allowing three peremptories for each
side and sidebar suggestions from the competing attorneys.
Nothing is Easy

See CODE, page 6

aim
training support stall or choosing mid
implementing calendar software, In the
past month. DeAngelis helped a client
design a marketing laminae. trained a
secretary on business p1 ocedures and assisted a lawyer in managing trust accounts — all at the raw of 1,50 au hour.

MUM tie eimunmeo.-Andeison pledged to work with the National Bar Association and the Hispanic Bar
Association to,boost minority ranks of
lawyers. "We share the interest of seeking
greater diversity in the student btxly in law
schools around the U.S. and in the profession," Anderson said, adding that minorities
oben feel isolated in law rums. "We sec 100
111;1N, 1110

That's a small price to pay for some
small firm attorneys, considering it
could lake weeks possibly months —
to accomplish such tasks themselves.
Aft e r all, they have piactices to inn.
"It's Ivonderful to have somebody to

See DEANGELIS, tinge !J

See ABA, page 7

Supreme Court Trims Insurers' Defense Duty
BY ANNA MARIE STOLLEY
Special to • I'he Daily
LOS ANGLLLS -

iesounding victory for insuouwe companies and their
lawyers. a divided California Supreme
Court ruled Monday that an insmer is not
obligated to provide a defense for a policyholder faced %vitt) an enviioninclual (Jemmy
order from the government.
In a 4-3 decision. the coral found that an
order notifying the insured of its responsibility for pollution and demanding remedialion
is not a "suit" triggering the duty to defend
under the terms of an insurance policy.
Lawyers said the opinion will affect administrative actions far beyond cleanup orders, and will effectively shift the hoiden of
often heavy legal fees incurred during administrative proceedings from insurance
companies to businesses of all sires.
lii 1

Fight ing City Ilan
hlr anorney predicted that mole businesses. teat athIrd costc. will icsisi or(leis from state iegulahay agencies.
In the ease bebar the cond. FreacrA
Inc.. a pesticide and fertilizer company,
had standard general liability insurance policies with four insurers doting different time
periods.
All of the policies had one thing in coinnum: I hider the. terms, the insurers were required to defend a "suit." but had discretion
to investigate and settle a "claim."
'The parties each assert that the word
suit' is clear and unambiguous, but differ
on what the meaning is," wrote Justice Janice R. Brown. with Chief Justice Ronald
M.
Baxter aro minnW.
Cicoire. m a , 61i
Chin concurring in Fo y er-Gun/nee bre. r.
1/1101 , Fire

Unreasonable Construction
"IA' reasonable construction oilhe word
'suit is a lawsuit. In contrast, Foster-GardIlrr • S 1:011S1111C1i1111 of the icrm 'suit' is

reasonable. There is nothing in the policy
language to support the interpretation that
some pre-complaint notices arc 'suits' and
sonic are not." Brown wrote.
Dissenting Justice Joyce L. Kennard.
backed by Stanley Mosk and Kathryn M.
Werdegar. wrote that the term "stir could
nican more than "a court action commenced
by the filing of a complaint" and could include administrative orders.
'In my view (and that of the various
courts reaching decisions contrary to the
majority's decision here) a (notification letter of responsibility for pollution' which includes an administrative order hacked by
heavy sanctions, and the administrative re-

?Hu gh. PA. 98 Dail y Joilmal l).A.R. 8398.

See INSURE, page 6
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• California Women Lawyers
supports Justice J. Anthony
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other." she says. -But he's not using that
one, he uses the other bookkeeping system,
because that's the way he's always done it."
One of DeAngelis' tasks with that sort of
client is linking his programs and showing
him how to use them.

mental insurance liti gadon at Los Angeles' Charlston, Revich & Williams.
adding that about half the cases she litigates have as an issue when the duty to
defend was triggered.
::- initiates. Not surprisingly, counsel for many in.1 personal surance companies and California busitiated by nesses holding general liability policies
...ey do the had been closely watching the case.
preliti- Laura Foggan of Wiley, Rein &
survi may Fielding, who filed an amicus brief on
:uences." behalf of the Insurance Environmental
Litigation Association., cheered the result
Watkins' as a "big development."
)r policy"Before, the law on this issue was
sed disap- murky, but now there is a bright-line test
ng.
— the complaint. Has the complaint
'ects innu- been filed? That triggers the duty to de• which all fend," Foggan said. "Before this ruling,
eral liabil- there was increasing pressure on insurers
in guag,e." to calculate into the cost of an insurance
policy the possibility of defending pre:ase in lit:- complaint proceedin g s. This opinion
7 agencies chan ges that."
Lawyers for several California corn'on their panics predicted a heavy financial blow
:them and to the business community.
now resist
Cary B. Lerman of Los Angeles'
tory corn- Munger, Tolles & Olson, who filed an
amicus brief on behalf of several policyonce corn- holders, said that most businesses will
iv protect- not be able to ne gotiate different word• environ- inc for their policies, and so will be
ding what forced to incur le g al fees to defend
ion exclu- themselves.
The state Supreme Court's decision
k. Mous- Monday stems from a 1992 order that
.e insurers. Coachella-based Foster-Gardner reat the state ceived from the Department of Toxics
/ interpret- Substances Control of the California Environmental Protection Agency.
. oe issue in The order recounted Foster-Gardner's
.ses." said alleged use of DDT and other contami.n envin-m- na.nts, and told it to conduct an investiga-

brochures for his bankruptcy practice. If
things wait out. Rossi says, hell have her
design similar brochures for his business
disputes and collections wort.
Although Rossi has taken marketing
classes with local business organizations, he

don on how to clean up its site and monitcr groundwater and to draft a remedial
action plan.
When Foster-Gardner turned to four
of its insurers to foot the cost of defending the company in the inevitable ad-.
ministrative proceedings, the insurers
declined.
On Aug. 2. 1994, Foster-Gardner filed
an action against its insurers.
[n July 1997, the 2nd District Court of
Appeal held that governmental cleanup
orders are the equivalent of a lawsuit —
especially since it is the order that determines the amount of damages.
The decision, authored by Justice
John Zebrowslci, ordered the four insurers to pay for a defense.
But the state Supreme Court reversed.
concluding that a bright-line rule was
needed to delineate the scope of risk on
both parties.
In so holdin g , the majority refused to
follow such states as Massachusetts,
Michigan. New Hampshire and North
Carolina, all of which have ruled that the
notification letter can trigger the duty to
defend.
The majority chose not to look at
whether a claim is the "functional equivalent of a suit brought in a court of law."
saying that kind of an approach would
"open the flood gates of liti gation by
inviting, and requiring, a case-by-case
determination [of] each new and different letter.
"[By] specifying that cnly a 'suit,'
and not a 'claim' triggers the duty to defend, insurers have drawn an unambiguous Line to define and limit their contractual obligation," Brown wrote. "This delineation encourages stability and efficiency in the insurance system."

kILYD ECORDER
1916]

XX.

444-2355

Instead of having them do the footwort
they can assign me that administrative task,"
she says. DeAngelis works with a leasing
agent and finds three sites for the client to
choose from. Usually, this takes DeAngelis
a day to line up, which costs roughly 540a

CODE
Continued from page 1

Choosing a jury in a citizen-versus-govertunent case is sometimes easier said than
done in Sacramento, where nearly everyone
works for some branch of government or is
related to someone who does.
For instance, the first juror-candidate excused by stipulation was a hi gh-level executive in the state Employment Development
Department. Although a suitable juror otherwise, he happened to also be appearin g as
an expert witness in another ongoing federal trial pitting a citizen against El Dorado
County. In fact, he was scheduled to testify Friday
or Monday.
Candidate-Jurors Struck
"I know something about that case,Karlton said, and he summoned the attorneys into a brief in camera hearing.
They all came back out with the general
agreement that it would be somewhat
seemly to have a expert in one trial, which
would be under way upstairs in the federal
courthouse, simultaneously sitting as a jtzcr
in a similar case downstairs.
The second potential juror excused by
stipulations from both sides was a code enforcer for the city of Sacramento.
Once the jury was empaneled. Kari:on.
an en gaging jurist with a vny beard. direrc,
manner and a sharp wit, sent the members
home with instructions to return the next
morning for opening statements.
He used the remainder of the afternoon to
plow through pre-trial motions and scme
house-keeping matters.
Representing the plaintiffs. Ntardniz-Senfmer initially spoke of calling some 46 witnesses, but she quickly revised her esritrre
to about 20 or so when, with an avuncular
glower, /Carlton noted that if she called that
many witnesses, "We'll be here a month:Complaining about the hot weather and
the state of the air-conditioning in his courtroom, /Carlton moved rapidly throu gh the
exhibits. He agreed to receive into evide=
some photographs of the property in question but excluded others taken of neighboring properties not directly involved in the
case at hand.
He also heard requests and objections on
certain types of documents, one from a doctor, others from Yuba County, that he variously allowed in or out, depending on their
materiality to the case.
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ID Anti-Theft Efforts Stir Capitol Debate
BY PETER BLUMBERG
Special tu'Ilat Daily Itecoulttirowing concern over a loss Of

Yuba Code
Enforcement
Case Opens

personal privacy has fueled a

BY Tom NADEAU
Daily lb:miller Stall Writel

Glawmaking freni.y aimed at pro-

tecting consumers from identity theft
and o o ter intnisions of the In
Age.
Dozens of meastaes catried by liberals and conservatives alike ale pending
before the Legislature MO in Congress
•— from blocking the sale of addresses
to infect marketers, m saleguanling personal coedit tepotts and medical data, to
testi icting the use ol Iniemet "cookies"
that surreptitiously hack Ilse's' online
browsing habits.
"be push I() build new walls around
peisonal inhumation has become controversial in the %vake of opposition

fFom marketers, publishers, credit-re'porting companies and other business
AktOU ps.
40.3043 0 hp 'sure, everyone tierces 'ID

laintiffs in a lawsuit pitting a foothill
family against Yuba County asahorip tics opened their case Wednesday
with the promise that the forthcoming evi-

1, 11010 Hr XIAIn10 XING 11101

TIM LESLIE
not hard to gel o bill thrimgh that targets f thieves'.
when you get into medical records, you've got the HMOs, the Chamber of Commerce
and the business conununity."
use of personal information by commel- consumers to sue telephone solicitors

dence will show what had so enraged them
that they decided to make a federal case out
I f it,
hi het opening statement, plaintiffs' ath it[icy (iltaia N1aitinc/-Senither told the iIIIIIIS
they would in tine course hear testimony
and set: exhibits showing that two county
Planning Deprutment code enfoicers - land

use cops, as it were - allegedly violated the
civil rights of Ruben and Lola Godfrey during a series of inspection tours of the IS.
acre family compound where they live in
the I Amin Rica area.

a•A ,

numbers to commit mass credit-card
fraud . should be punished. But that conBern 1,breaks down when consumer
..grou priliose tighter regulation on the

civil an comma pcna
One bill would make it a misdemeanor to publish n child's name at a
commercial mailing list without parental
consent. Another measure would allow

e

According to the plaintiffs' view, Yuba
County Planning Department code enforce's JIi t iui Riihrbach and Chuck 'Thomas
ontely descended on the properly and bullied the occupants into letting them conduct
an inspection tour of the compound.
Based on what they saw that first lime.
the officers obtained search warrants with
which they forcibly removed several junk
cars and assorted auto parts.
Not only was the first inspection illegally
conducted, the plaintiffs contended. but the
later search warrants were defective in other

'gnu rtquestrto stop calling. Both are
opposed by the Direct Marketing Asodatum. which says they are minecessar y

See PRIVACY, page 7
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ACeieditation
1'114s ABA in
110t Corner
BY DON J. DEBENEDICTIS
Stied0 to The Doily Iteconler
• 1.i1W"-

TORONTO —The American Bar Associationcould soon find itself whipsawed between the U.S. Departments of Justice and
Education over its authority to accredit law
schools..
Recent amendments to the higher Education Act reqiiire accrediting agencies remain separate And independent from their
Affiliated trade associations — a regulation
nt odds with the ABA's agreement with the
Justice Department that the ABA wilitr the
actions of the ABA Section on Legal Education council — the agency that evaluates

See ABA, page 6

Voters Have to Read Between
Lines of Ballot Guide to justices
BY Tom DRESSLAR

Special to The Daily Recruiter
riding years of debate on how to provide voters more infonontion about
E appellate justices, Secretary of Slate
Bill Jones on Monday unveiled a handbook
that contains biographical data on candidates seeking retention in the November
general election.
But the booklet avoids such politically
contentious information as the name of the
governor who appointed the justice to office
and the length of term being sought.
In addition. for the four Supreme Court
justices on the ballot, the statewide voter
pamphlet will contain abbreviated versions
of the information provided in the handbook. Chief Justice Ronald M. OMIT, and
associnte justices Ming W. Chin, Janice
Rogers Brown and Stanley Mosk are seeking retention. George and Chin face opposition (*nun anti-aluirtion foes for their votes

to strike down a state law requiring parental
or judicial consent for minors' abortions.
Both the "Judicial Information Booklet"
and voter-pamphlet biographical sketches
have been printed at taxpayer expense, free
of charge to the judges. The pamphlet is
sent to all voters; the booklet will be available upon request.
The information guide on the four
Supreme Court and 40 appeal court justices
includes the dates of their appointments to
various judicial posts. But it does not directly tell voters th e name or the governor who
appointed them.
Instead, the booklet provides a separate
list of governors and the dates they took office, from NImund G. "Pat" Brown through
Pete Wilson. So voters have to match those

• How to determine if the
millennium bug will affect
your computer.
PAGE 2

Thus. Martinez-Senftner asserted. her
clients' Fourth Amendment constitutional
protections from illegal search and seizure •
were violated (GolUivy Rohrhock. S-941010.
Code Cops Under Fire

In his opening statement, however, de-

See YUBA, page 8

dales with those of the candidates appointments.
lite handbook also does mall specify the
length of the term sought by the jurists.
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wilt) are up tor maroon.
iw-practic-e By offering this information guide, voters
inchafing can familiraize dxenseives with the valiant; profes- cations of die candidates and make the best
CCIIIC3ti00- decision posialie on &aim day."
But Ardaiz said the plan developed by
iwards; pron activities; Jones with help from the council leaves a
large information gap =Oat providing ins. the voter formation about appeal Court judges in the
information ballot pamphlets given to every registered
ind practice water.
Tbe appeal court judges could not he put
the booklet in the statewide pamphlet because of the loe's election gistical problems associated with printing
lie booklet, different versions for the areas encompassed
lownloaded by the six appellate districts. Jones can't
) site at force local election officials to print biographical. or any kind of statement on apin some ju- peal court justices in county pamphlets.

I

the Da:1y journal Corporation

alifornia's newest
Acy consultant..

measure's connilintion lit-nits and enjoined
the mine initve.
-The best posuble end result is evesy votas' local [pamphlet' will contain information about justices," said ArdaiaHe pushed for legislation to have "tactbased" data printed for fine in the pamphlets. But he acknowledged, "I have not
been successful in that regard." After Karlti's ruling on Proposition 208. said Ardaiz,
legislation didn't seem politically probable." Nevertheless, he called such an approach, "the peagmatic solution."
Ardaiz noted he decided Monday not to
buy statements in die pamphlets of the nine
coimties covered by the 5th District "I decided I didn't want to go out and raise
$20,000," he said. "I could do it But mice I
do that. I will have committed myself and
my successors to a course of action I feel is
*appropriate?
The roots of Monday's develop-talent
reach back to 1994 when, under a one-time
stannory change, the ballot specified the
length of term sought by appellate justices
— either four, eight or 12 years.
The amendment was credited with producing reared-low approval ratings in 1994,

YUBA
Continued from page 1
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tense attorney John O'Brien, representing
Yuba County, Rohrbach and Thomas, said
the same evider= would "show the opposite."
The two code cops were, de said, seasoned law enforcement officers who were
"doing their jobs - ao more, no less."
O'Brien told the jury of four men and
four women that the evidence would show
that the searches were done in accordance
with the law, with ample warnings, and that
no civil rights violations cicalae&
As the plaintiffs' attorney sketched it out,
county code enforcers Rohrbach and
Thomas first came to the property, at the
dead end of a country lane sore 18 miles
northeast of Marysville. on Aug. 30. 1993.
lbey entered an cpen gate and proceeded to
the hote where Matzos and Lora Alavazo
lived.
The Alavavas were the owners of record
• of the parceL but had divvied up parts of it
for their children, including their daughter,
Lola Godfrey. and her husband, Robert
The Alavazos lived in a small house they
built; while some of the other family members lived in mobile homes.
Friend Complains
According to the We told by the plaintiffs, the parcel was originally 20 acres, but

"LIMIL"GUILIAGIA

Sni/LI WIG JUL1513 FL,

vailai on the issue ofexclefing direct nundon of the appointing governor and length
of term.
-We Mu% want to anger any one group
or individual." said Jones spokeswoman
Beth Miller. "The decision on how this
ended up was our decision."
Constance Dove, executive director of the
California Judges Association, said of the
gubernatorial issue, "Judges were anxious to
convey the idea that once they're appointed,
they have to be very nonpartisan in the way
they *poach cases. It seemed like En
cator that would be overweighted and provide information that =Id be mislearfaig."
Ardaiz noted judges have 00 COlInti over
the length of the tam for which they seek
retention. He called it a 'matter of serericfrpity," and said providing the information as it
was in 1994 was "very misleading and quite
frankly inflammatory."
Ardaiz added, "I still do not view the
name of the governor who appointed tne as
hen* on my cptalifiratinne" Crivicke such
information directly to voters, be said. "results in die realistic possibility of misimerprering judicial philosophy."

five acres had been sold to one Rosalie
Cooper. who lived thew for about five years
before calling the Planning Department to
register a complaint about the adjacent
ProPeTtY.
It seems that over the years, mobile
homes had been installed, upwards of 40
junk cars had accumulated, piles of auto
parts and garbage dotted the lantiseape and,
apparently, not everyone was using a sec
tank.
Some time after lodging the complaint.
Cooper left the area and no longer lives in
California. O'Brien said six is expected
testify by videotape.
"I thought she was my friend." said 74year-old Lora Alavazo, who was the first
witness for the plaintiffs.
Following up on Cooper's complaintRohrbach examined the county's files and
discovered that the Alavazos were paying
taxes on the property as raw land, and none
of the structures had been built or installed
with permits. Moreover, under county ordinances, the piles of cars, parts anti garbage
were considered a public nuisance and
posed a health and safety problem.
So on Aug. 30. 1993, the two officers
passed through the gate to the property and
knocked on the Alavazos' door. Lora
Alavazo testified that she opened the door
and the two code enforcers stepped aiside.
According to Alavazo, the officers-were
"very rude ... and dominating."

See YIJSA, page 9
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Badge Flasher?
Mashing a. badge, one officer allegedly
said,."I'm the law and if you don't do what
you're told you could be arrested." Alavazo
told the jury. "He scared the daylights out of
ma".
With that in mind, Alavazci then escorted
the pair on a walk through the property,
joined by some of the other family residents
as they went.
All the time Rohrbach was taking notes
abOut the piles of junk they saw, none of
which were visible from the deed-end road.
Alavazo laid.
At the end of the inspection, the code enforcers and the Alavaws apparently reached
something of an agreement.
Alavazo said they had agreed to abate —
that Is, haul away — some of the material that
they all agreed was pure junk, and cover up
some of the cars and items which the Alava-

zos and Godfreys considered useful goods.
The officers returned on Sept. 22, 1993.
for a second inspection, which Alavazo said
appeared to go well.
The family had pulled together and
hauled away much of the stuff around the
Alavazo residence and had covered with
tarps those cars they wanted to save.
Things Broke Down
But things broke down after that.
The code enforcers apparently expected
the Alavazos to do more in the way of
cleanup, but the Alavazos believed they had
done all they'd been asked to do. In the
meantime, they had beefed up their entry
gate and posted additional no trespassing
signs, testimony indicated.
A number of search warrants were posted
on the locked gate, and a Feb. I. 1994, hearing determined that the Alavazos and the
Godfreys were several times in violation of
the county public nuisance ordinance,
•
O'Brien said.
The officers then obtained a search warrant authorizing forcible entry. On March

17, 1994, they swooped down on the property with tow trucks and hauled away at
least four vehicles, including a bus, a step
van, a race car and Lola Godfrey's auto.
Translating Legalese
Alavazo, a frail-looking woman with
graying brown hair, admitted on the stand
that she was sometimes confused by the
questions. Still, the woman who had only
reached the third grade before going to work
in the fields, and who. mct her husband, her
lawyer said, "bunching carrots." generally
seemed to hold her own with thelawyers.
Occasionally. when the questions got too
lawyerly, or were couched in too much
legalese, U.S. District Court Judge
Lawrence K. Karlton would gently intercede to rephrase the inquiries.
O'Brien opened his cross-examination by
putting up documents on the overhead projector and launching into questions designed
to show that Alavazo had been advised in
writing of certain factors, but he was quickly
brought up short when Alavazo explained
that she could read, but only a little.

Page

"I can read some, but not too good," she
said. "I can read, but I'm slow."
Good Memory for insults
Nevertheless, her memory of alleged insults was pretty good.
"illohrbachl told us we were ignorant hill
people," she testified.
The code enforcement officer, present in
the courtroom, visibly shook his head, as if
to deny the allegation.
The two officers visited the property three
times, according to testimony. On the. first
and third visits, Alavazo said, they were
"very rude," but she did not comment on
their manner on the second visit.
O'Brien saw an opportunity to poke holes
in Alavazo's claims about the Officers' demeanor.
He pointed out to her that she hadn't said
they were very rude during the second visit.
"No, they weren't very rude that time,"
Alavazo agreed, as if to damn by faint
praise.
The trial was expected to continue on
Thursday anti to last seven to 10 days.

Date Book
Capital Calendar
Wednesday, August 12
Sacramento

State Water Resources Control Board;
10 a.m.,.901 P St., First Floor Hearing
Room. Information: 657 - 0990.
Agriesfftural Labor Relations Board; . 10..

R.711, go capitol Mall. Room:389. Intormat ton: 6n-3741.
Thursday, August 13
Saernmenro
. Agricultural Labor Relations Board; 10

motion: 653-3741.
Thursday, August 27
Sacramento

California Air Resources Board public
hearing; 9:30 a.m., 2020 L St., Board
Hearing Room, Lower Level. Agenda:
Consideration of amendments to the cleaner-burning gasoline .regulations...Note: This
public hearing may not take plaoe'urktit
second day of the board meeting on Friday.
Aug. 28. Information: 324-5594.
Agricultural Labor Relations Board; 10
a.m.. l5
9 Capitol Mall Room 380. tam.

purchase and financing of real estate to own
or rent; building a real estate portfolio: and
financing repairs. Reservations: 800/6036700.
TbUrsday, August 20
Sacramento
American Corporate Counsel ASSOCill-

Northern California Chapter show and
sale; 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday. 10 a.m.-5
p.m. Sunday, Holiday Inn Capitol Plaza,
300 .1 St. Information: 483-741.5.

Thursday, September

• Sacramento
lionrSearontinofr-VvetterVItirptrrliffill.°1
cheon meeting; 11:45 a.m. lunch, 12:15IS p.m. guest speaker, Sacramento Club,
400 Capitol Mall. sixth floor. Speakers:
Panel of attorneys from Weintraub, Genshlea tit. Sproul. Topic: "Iniellectual Propctly

17

Slulantrnlo

tt§tetata..,

greet, 6:30 dinner and meeting, Andiaino
restaurant, 3145 Folsom Blvd. Speaker:
Craig Lusiani, attorney. topic: Workers
Compensation. RSVP to Marnic Frock,
4,14 . 3900. ext. 297 (work). 395-8054 (resi-
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Court Upholds Practicing the Freedom of Choice
Way Around
Prop. 13 Limits

Yuba Code
Trial Raises
Search Issues

BY PHIUP CARRIZOSA
Special to The Daily Recorder
SAN FRANCISCO — In a major financial boost for California cities, the state
Supreme Court on Thursday upheld the
ability of municipalities to finance construction projects without always having to get
approval from two-thirds of the voters.
In a 7-0 decision written by Justice Ming
W. Chin, the justices said cities may enter
into joint powers agreements with other
governmental entities and have those financing agencies issue revenue bonds for
capital improvements without submitting
the matter for any voter approval.
The state constitutional provision that requires cities to obtain a two-thirds voter approval to issue.revenue bonds does not
apply in joint powers agreements, the court
said.
Bigger Convention Center
The decision permits the city of San Diego
to rely on $205 million in bonds issued by a
joint powers agency to expand its downtown
convention center. Although the city is the
nation's fifth most popular convention site, it
has only the 36th largest facility and often
loses large conventions to San Francisco, Atlanta, New Orleans and Las Vegas.
The ruling in Rider v. City of San Diego.
98 Daily Journal D.A.R. 8535, is particularly important to cities across the state because it reaffirms a method of municipal financing that has been used for decades but
was under fresh attack.
According to the California Debt and Investment Advisory Commission, California
cities incurred a total of $2.27 billion in so...01..1 ilffnp r-Dean lease obli gations be-

BY Tom NADEAU
Daily Recorder Staff Writer

PHOTO BY SIBYLLA HERBRICH

DR. AMY SHAW — "This hospital wants it both ways. To be considered a church when it

dictates the religious beliefs of its employees and tenants, and to be regarded as a medical
cotporation when it bills the government for providing medical care to Medicare and Medicaid patients."

• The Growing Number of Religious Hospitals Is
Stifling Doctors Practices as Well as Their Views
BY LESLIE A. GORDON
Special to The Daily Recorder
SANTA ROSA — If Dr. Amy Shaw's
patients have sore throats or need routine
checkups, they can visit her at the family
practice office she shares with six other
physicians in Santa Rosa.
But if a patient wants an abortion, she'll
have to travel across town to an unfamiliar
clinic that has been the target of minor vandalism and threatening phone calls from

anti-abortion activists.
Medically speaking, Shaw could easily
perform abortions at her Santa Rosa office
instead of at the clinic, where she rents separate space for the three to six procedures she
handles each week. But the owners Of her
office building — a Roman Catholic order
known as Sisters of St. Joseph of Orange —
prohibit her from providing abortions there
because of religious reasons.
Shaw and other advocates of legalized
abortion, however, argue that she has a legal
See REUGIOUS, page

laintiffs in the rural lifestyle •-:r
case that pits foothill folks
p against Yuba County code
enforcement officers in a federal
civil rights matter pending in* the
Eastern District Court called their .
chief antagonist to the stand Thursday.
Officer John Rohrbach sounded
more like the mild-mannered fosmer
park ranger he is thanithe Gestapoesque figure witnesses painted him
'as in earlier testimony.
Plaintiffs' attorney Gloria Martinez-Senftner called defendant
Rohrbach to compare his recollections of a series of health and safety
property visits and searches conducted on a 15-acre parcel in the.
Loma Rica area just northeast of,
.
Marysville in Yuba County.
•The county instituted in the early., 1990s an abatement program to rid
the foothills of the junk cars and assorted garbage that had been accumulating on various properties in
the low foothills.
The program ran into serious opSee CODE, page 5
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Corcoran Prison Probe: Problems, Not Solutions
BY PETER BLUMBERG

Then came what Strickland contends was gested in an interview that the state should
retaliation: he was knocked out of office in orovide fundine for district attorne ys to hire

,--;••••*.
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of the state's- top la,;(Yeis, -fOirtier fectiril
appeals court Judge Shirley Hufstedler and
Brosnahan, her partner at Morrison & Foerster.

timely withdraw as the client's attorney of
record
In a second matter, in September 1992,
Sanchez was hired to represent a criminal defendant in an appeal. In October 1992, she
notified the client by letter that due to conflicts of interest created by circumstances at
the public interest law center, she was forced
to withdraw from the case. Sanchez failed to
timely withdraw as the client.'s • attorney of
record.
In a third matter, in 1992, Sanchez represented a client in a criminal appeal. She failed
to file an appeal and an opposition to a motion for summary judgment. Sanchez had
withdrawn from employment without taking
steps to avoid reasonably foreseeable prejudice to the client's rights.
In aggravation, Sanchez's misconduct involved multiple acts of wrongdoing. The
State Bar recognized that the misconduct occurred over a brief period and harmed the administration of justice.
In mitigation, Sanchez had no prior record
of discipline since being admitted to the bar
in 1979. There was no evidence that clients
were harmed by her misconduct At the time
of the misconduct, Sanchez was under severe
business pressure. The head of the public interest law center was suddenly arrested and
all the other attorneys at the center walked
out. Sanchez was faced with an overwhelming situation in which she attempted to help
200 clients and was compelled to perform
under conditions of great stress and pressure.
The order took effect May 27.

county:agencies: •,
Since that time, the office has grown to
be the largest such operaticiiVin the state-:-',::
with 120 full-time attorneys and an annual
budget of close to $40 million.

cunnes regulators. They • face as-much-as
10 years in prison each when they are sentenced in November.
Cal Micro Devices, a Milpitas-based
semiconductor fabricator, became the cen-

€.7

CODE
Continued from page 1
position when some foothill residents
objected to the manner in which officers were using the county's public
nuisance ordinances to enter property
and remove unsightly cars, parts and
garbage.
In Godfrey v. Rohrbach, S-94-CV1016, Robert and Lola Godfrey claim
that Rohrbach and his immediate supervisor, Chuck Thomas, violated the
Godfreys' Fourth Amendment protections against illegal search and seizure.
The case stems from a series of site
visits in 1993 and 1994 to property
owned by Lola Godfrey's parents on
which she and her husband Robert, as
well as Lola Godfrey's parents, lived.
The inspections were in response to a
neighbor's complaint about ugly old
cars and sewage smells.
Also among Thursday's witnesses
was Robert Godfrey, who testified to
his recollections of the events during
official inspections of the property
conducted by Rohrbach and Thomas:
Testifying for the Plaintiffs

.

Clearly nervous before U.S. District
Court Judge Lawrence K. Karlton,
Godfrey mapped out the lay of the

property and talked about how the officers had shown up one day declaring
that a complaint had been filed. Based
on what they'd seen so far, they reportedly said, there were numerous code
violations, and the property owners
could be in big trouble.
Godfrey alleged that, among other
things. Rohrbach had "pushed and
shoved my sister, Irene."
Irene Godfrey and Lola Godfrey are
the daughters of the Alavazos who
owned the main parcel. They married
two brothers, giving them all the same
last name.
Irene Godfrey took the stand to describe her memories of what she
called, "D-Day" — the March 17, 1994,
date when county code enforcement
officers swooped onto the Alavazo
family compound to remove several
vehicles, trailers and assorted items.
According to Irene Godfrey, she and
her husband returned from Hawaii to
respond to a family call for help that
went out after the code enforcement
officers made their first visit to the
family property.
The officers informed the elderly
Alavazos that they had to clean up the
junk and garbage piled up around three
residences on the family compound
that had been set up without proper

See CODE, page 6

.0 pleted rose in lune for the licuxiirifige.
*
`------ though they' a...-citnedgecr
er this year, led by a surge in the West,
voter approval.
:k Commerce Department figures showed.
"It's like they were saying: We know it's
Housing completions increased 1.4
as
percent to a seasonally adjusted annual
rate of 1.481 million units in June after
:r- falling 3.2 percent in May to a revised
ue annual rate of 1.461 million units. The
ty- government originally reported a 3.0 perContinued from page 5 nt cent drop for May to 1.455 million units.
June's
gain
marked
the
fourth
rise
this
;in
county permits.
he year. Housing completions also rose in
'It Was Atrocious' .
the February, March and April.
Irene
Godfrey agreed' that her parents had
Builders in the West put the finishing
12
a
problem
with mounting trash.
to touches on 6.9 percent more homes dur"It
was
atrocious,"
she said. "We worked
ing June, while the Midwest posted a 1.2
day and night to clean it up."
id- percent rise. That more than offset a 4.5
The family followed the instructions as
percent drop in the Northeast and a 0.1
best
they could, she said, and they felt they
percent decline in the South.
were
coming into compliance by the time
Completions tend to lag reports-of
the
officers
made their second inspection.
construction starts by about six months.
The Alavazos had allowed the inspecBy category, builders completed 4.7 pertions only because they were intimidated by
cent more single-family homes during
the
demeanor of Rohrbach and threats of jail
June, while completions of apartments
if
they
did not go along with the officers'
he and other multifamily units decreased
demands.
9.2 percent.
;es,
The Godfreys assert they objected to the
The Commerce Department also reterright
of the officers to conduct such properInd ported that the total number of residenty
examinations.
They also claim that later,
tial structures under construction inwhen
the
law
enforcement
officials for the
: of creased 1.1 percent in June to 925,060 at
Planning Department presented search war:ent an annual rate after rising 0.4 percent the
rants, they objected that the warrants did not
previous month to an-annual rate of
specify what they intended to search and
.C.- 915,000.
what they planned to seize.
Earlier this month the government reook
Irene Godfrey appeared to be an effective
ported that new home sales rose 3.8 perwitness for the plaintiffs, seeming both sin;ling cent in June to a record 935,000 units at
cere and outraged at the same time.
an annual rate. June marked the 10th
d in
She looked lovingly at photograph of an
bit- straight month the pace of sales was
old Ford step van that was among the things
above an 800,000-unit annual rate, the
ores
seized by the code cops, as though it was an
Ants longest stretch ever.
important item from the family album.
"Yes, that's it," she said, identifying the
van. "It was part of our family."
•
Irene Godfrey repeated the allegations
that Rohrbach had pushed her around.

CODE

Code Enforcer Takes the Stand

ZECORDER
Everu Dot,u

444-2355

Rohrbach was the next plaintiffs' witness,
and he seemed hardly the type described by
his opponents.
Wearing tortoise-shell-type glasses and
speaking in a calm professional voice,
Rohrbach testified under direct, hostile exarnination by Martinez-Senftner that he did
not recall seeing a gate as he entered the
property in question that first time.
He remembered the initial interview as
being conducted on the doorstep of the

-

Alavaz.os' home, and he recalled telling the
Alavazos that the Planning Department had
received a complaint about the condition of
their property. :.
• ."
He also recalled explainings to Lora
ALavazo that he and his colleague, Thomas,
would prefer being allowed to conduct an
inspection, but that the property owners had
a right not to allow it.
However, Rohrbach also admitted telling
the elderly Mrs. Alavazo that they had already seen significant violations just driving into the property and that not cooperating with law enforcement in thaCsuch
could cause further legal problems for the
owners.
Lora Alavazo had previously testified
that Rohrbach "scared the daylights out of
me."

Fourth Amendment Issues
With the jury. absent, Karlton called the
attorneys from both sides to the podium to
advise them that he and his law clerk had
been looking at some of the search warrant
issues being raised in this Fourth Amendment civil rights case.
It seems the protracted nature of the several inspections, examinations, site visits.
hearings, search warrants and seizures that
characterize this particular case raised intriguing constitutional law questions.
It appeared from Karlton's bench comments that questions were raised about the
search - whether it was a single event starting with the first visit or a series of events
marked by interruptions that could be construed as intervening causes.
"[don't know the answer," said !Carlton.
who is generally considered to possess a
sharp legal intellect. "I just don't know."
It also appeared that the search warrant
violation was going to be a" mixed bag of
questions of law and fact. Karlton noted that
it would take the judge and the lawyers to
answer the first, and they jury to answer, the
others.
Karlton recommended to Martinez-Senftner and John O'Brien. that they, too, get
cracking on these issues.
The trial was expected to continue Tuesday.

